
THE DOUBLE TEXT OF JEREMIAH. 

IN the Book of Jeremiah, the text of the Septuagint, as is 
well known, differs more widely from the Hebrew than 
is ordinarily the case in the Old Testament. In the other 
books of the Old Testament, the variations are, perhaps, the 
most marked and important in the cases of 1 and 2 Samuel 
and Ezekiel ; but in the prophecies of Jeremiah they are 
more considerable still. In the text of the Septuagint, 
as compared with the Hebrew, there are very numerous 
omissions, sometimes of single words, sometimes of par
ticular clauses or passages, there are occasionally additions, 
there are variations of expression, there are, lastly, trans
positions. The number of words in the Hebrew text which 
are not represented in the Septuagint has been calculated 
at 2, 700, or one-eighth of the entire Book. It must not, 
however, be concluded from these figures that the substance 
of the prophecies is proportionately diminished, for many 
of the omissions consist of words which have no appreciable 
bearing upon the sense, such as the title the prophet at
tached to the name "Jeremiah," or the parenthetic "saith 
the Lord" (where the fact itself is plain from the context), 
or the substitution of "the Lord" by itself for the fuller title 
"the Lord of hosts, the God of Israel," or other similarly 
abbreviated forms of expression. Other omissions are, of 
course, more important, as 10, 6-8. 10. 11, 7-8 (except the 
last words "and they did them not"). 29, 14 (except "And I 
will be found of you"). 16-20. 33, 14-26; and several times 
(but not always) where the words, as read in the existing 
Hebrew text, appear elsewhere in the Book, 8, 10b~12 (see 
6, 13-15). 17, 1-4 (with 3b. 4b camp. 15, 13-14). 30, 10-11 
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(see 46, 27-28). 39, 4-13 (4-10 in the Hebrew text abridged 1 

from 52, 7-16). 48, 40b. 41b (see 49, 22). The additions in 
the Septuagint are unimportant, and need not detain us. 
Illustrations of variations of expression will be referred to 
subsequently. The transpositions, so far as they concern 
words or clauses (e.g. "prophet and priest" for "priest and 
prophet," or the altered position of "saith the Lord" in 
1, 19. 3, 16 and elsewhere), though there are many such 
instances in the course of the Book, are also of subordinate 
importance. The really important difference of order be
tween the Septuagint and Hebrew text is in the position 
assigned to the prophecies on foreign nations, chapters 46-
51. These, which in the Hebrew text are placed at the 
end of the entire Book (being only followed by the histo
rical chapter 52 ( = 2 Kings 24, 18-25, 30, usually in a purer 
text), which the note at the end of 51, 64 shows was not 
regarded by the compiler as Jeremiah's work), are arranged 
in the Septuagint so as to follow 25, 13-the second part 
of this verse, in the form The things which Jeremiah pro
phesied concerning the nations, forming a superscription to 
them, ver. 14 being omitted, and the entire group being 
followed by vers. 15-38 (ver. 15 beginning Thus said the Lord 
the God of Israel), which afford indeed an excellent and 
appropriate sequel to them. The order of the nine prophe
cies composing the group is also different in the Septuagint, 
as well as the position occupied by the group as a whole. 

These variations between the two texts of Jeremiah have 
for long been noticed by commentators and criti~s, and 
many hypotheses have been proposed for the purpose of 
accounting for them. By some, the variations have been 
attributed to the carelessness of copyists in transcribing 
the version of the Septuagint ; 2 by others, to the incom-

1 Comp. especially ver. 8 with 52, 12~14. 
2 Jerome, Prologue to Commentary on Jeremiah(" librariorum errore con

fusum "). This explanation is certainly insufficient. 
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petence and arbitrariness of the LXX translators them
selves; 1 others have thrown the source of the variations 
further back, supposing them to arise from the fact that 
the existing Hebrew text, and the text from which the 
LXX translation was made, exhibit two different recensions 
of Jeremiah's writings, and regarding (as the case may be) 
the one or the other of these as representing more faithfully 
the prophet's own words.2 It is evident that the problem 
which the double text presents can never be solved by the 
a priori method of starting with a fixed conviction as to 
the necessary or inherent superiority of one of the two 
texts above the other : the only method by which its 
solution can be successfully attempted is by a systematic 
investigation of the differences which the two texts present, 
and a careful comparison of individual cases for the purpose 
of ascertaining on which side the superiority lies. And by 
several of the writers named this has been done, with more 
or less completeness, though the conclusions to which they 
have been led have not always been the same. The case is 
one, no doubt, in which it is difficult to establish a perfectly 
objective standard; and hence different critics obtain different 
results. An impartial and judicious estimate of the claims 
that have been advanced on both sides is given by Kuenen.3 

1 So De Wette (originally), Wichelhaus, Niigelsbacb, Graf, Keil (though ad
mitting that in particular cases better readings have been preserved in LXX). 

2 So, but differing widely in their estimate of the fidelity with which the 
LXX translators reproduced the text of their recension, J. D. Michaelis, 
Movers, De Wette (later, following Movers), Ewald (P1·ophets, iii. 91f. Engl. tr.), 
Bleek (Introduction to the 0.1'. §§ 214-218 [in Wellhausen's edition, 1878, 
§§ 191-195]), Kuenen, ~itzig (Commentary, ed. 2,1866, pp. xv-xviii), the Dean 
of Canterbury (in the Speaker's Commentary, p. 324 f.), Scbolz (Der JJlassoretische 
Text und die LXX-Uebersetzung des Buches Jeremias, 1875). These scholars, 
however, mostly prefer themselves the text of LXX only with reserve, and 
admit, especially Ewald (who indeed practically follows the LXX hardly more 
than Graf), that the translators performed their work with more or less arbitrari
ness and neglect. The Dean of Canterbury, however, absolves the translators 
from these faults, but thinks that the MS. used by them was one that bad 
been transcribed in baste. 

3 Historisch-kritisch Onde1·zoek, etc. (1863), ii. pp. 240-249. 
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The foregoing remarks have been suggested by a work in 
which the entire subject has been taken up afresh, published 
recently by an American professor, the Rev. E. C. Work
man.1 Prof. Workman has devoted much independent 
study to the comparison of the two texts ; and the task 
has evidently been with _him a labour of love. The con
tents of the volume, stated briefly, are as follows. After 
some preliminary remarks on the general relation subsist
ing between the existing Hebrew text of the Old Testament 
and the Septuagint translation, Prof. Workman in his first 
chapter surveys the different explanations which have been 
offered of the variations occurring in the Book of Jeremiah, 
and states the method which he proposes to follow himself. 
The five following chapters are devoted to a discussion 
of these variations, which are classified in order ; viz. the 
omissions, additions, transpositions, alterations, substitu
tions. Chap. vii. is an ex~mination of the causes to which 
the variations may be due ; chap. viii. consists of an estimate 
of the value of the LXX translation ; chap. ix. sums up the 
results of the entire investigation. Chap. x., however, will 
be to many the most attractive part of the work. This is 
headed, "The Conspectus of the Variations," and contains 
in two parallel columns, occupying 116 pages, all the pas
sages in which the two texts differ, the Hebrew word (or 
words) being transcribed in one column, and the other 
column exhibiting the reading underlying the LXX trans
lation, as restored by Prof. Workman. For this, the most 
novel part of his work, Prof. Workman states in his preface 
that he has had the assistance of a Jewish scholar, Dr. S. 
Mandelkern ; and we may ·say at once that, judged merely 
as a piece of Hebrew translation, it is excelle.ntly done. 

1 The Text of Jeremiah; or, a Critical Investigation of the Greek and Helffew, 
with the variations in the LXX, retranslated into the Original and Explained. 
By the Rev. E. C. Workman, M.A., Professor of Old Testament.Exegesia and. 
Literature in Victoria University,Cobourg, Ont., Canada. ·with an Introductory 
Notice by Prof. Franz Delitzsch, D.D. (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1889.) 
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There are occasional oversights, though seldom serious 
ones ; 1 and the Hebrew, as a rule (judged apart from the 
context to which it is presumed to belong), is bright and 
idiomatic. 

We turn, however, to the wider and more important 
question. Has Prof. Workman advanced the subject with 
which he deals? From what ·we had heard, we had 
cherished great expectations as to what Prof. Workman's 
book would accomplish ; and we perused it, when it 
appeared, with great interest : we regret therefore the 
more to find ourselves compelled to answer this question 
in the negative. We are very far from desiring to dis
parage Prof. Workman's labours. His honesty, his in
dustry, his singlemindedness are conspicuous upon every 
page; but we are bound to say that the methods by which 
he has carried on his work appear to us to be radically 
unsound. He starts with the assumption of principles 
which really have first to bl3 proved. He is a warm advo
cate of the claims of the Septuagint version ; and in his 
reaction against the depreciation with which it has been 
viewed in some quarters, in particular by Graf, he invests 
its translators with ideal excellences, and can discover in 
their work hardly any blemishes. He thinks indeed, that 
unless the translator possessed the fullest qualifications 
which the learning and training of the Alexandrian schools 
of the time could confer, he would not have been selected 

1 Thus 3, 3 P~t.?. will not construe; 6, 8 101n should be 2 fern.; 6, 12 

l:liPnll!'~l is a strange error for Ci111!'~l; 9, 15 read CQ\~~ (so 49, 37); 10, 23 
';b for';]~.~; 12, 16 i1f::l~l; 15, 18 i1~1$~ is_ an impossible form; 18, 21 CP.t;'l$::11 

do. ; 22, 27 '~~ is not biblical; 23, 31 the inf. abs. should be cb ; 25, 15 
1?;l0Q may have been read by the LXX translators, but cannot have been 
writ.ten by Jeremiah; 25, 29 11!-'~:J. the syntax is incorrect; 28, 1. 'i/'l!'i1 ~~:J.~i1 
do. (also 6, 16) ; 29, 11 :J.I!'M~, should be :J.I!'M~l, (or 1J;l:li!'J;ll); 32, 44 

cf;,l!'lil :J.I:J.I??l is not correct; 41, 5 ~~!!'~~ CIJt.:ll!' do:; 49, 25 read l:J.ij~; 
51, 20. 21. 22 1n~E:lijl is an error for ~p~f,lrp; 51, 27 ~~1ti for ~O'")y (d.pcm); 
51, 39 ~o·n~ for ~o-:n.~· 
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for such an arduous and important task (p. 7 f.). He 
believes (pp. 217, 281) that the book was translated with 
the utmost carefulness, "as literally as the genius of the 
flexible Greek language would allow, the translator or trans
lators having in no way arbitrarily changed the original 
Hebrew text, and having in no instance been influenced 
either by personal scruple, theological bias, or religious 
tendency." 

These contentions, however, are based, in fact, on a 
priori considerations. There is no more sufficient reason 
for supposing that the translator of Jeremiah was selected 
on the ground of his special qualifications, than for supposing 
that the translator of the Minor Prophets was so selected ; 
and if so, we fancy that Prof. Workman will admit either 
that the HebrAW text of the Minor Prophets used by the 
translator was often in a singularly defective state, or that 
Hebrew scholarship at Alexandria must have been at a low 
ebb. Whichever alternative be accepted, the conclusion is 
not favourable to the unconditional and necessary superiority 
claimed on behalf of the LXX version of Jeremiah. This 
parallel is, however, only adduced for the purpose of showing 
the fallacy of the a prio1'i argument : the question of the 
actual comparative value of the Hebrew and LXX remains 
as before; and the only method by which this can be 
ascertained is by comparing the two together, and where 
they differ by considering which is better in accord, (a) with 
the general standard of well-established Hebrew usage, 
(b) with the standard supplied in particular by the parts of 
Jeremiah where the two texts agree. When this has been 
done, we believe that it will appear that the translators 
have by no means proceeded with the scrupulousness and 
precision which Prof. Workman attributes to them. They 
have permitted themselves, in one word, like most other 
ancient translators, to paraphrase, to make additions, altera
tions, and omissions, especially slight ones, to a far greater 
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extent than Prof. Workman allows for. Hence his restora
tion of the presumed Hebrew original upon which their 
translation was based rests in large measure upon illusion; 
the variations which he and Dr. Mandelkern so patiently 
reproduce in Hebrew are, in very many cases, simply more 
or less paraphrastic renderings of the same Hebrew text 
which we possess ourselves! We entirely agree with Prof. 
Workman that much has been laid to the charge of the 
translators (especially by Graf and Keil) of which they 
are guiltless : in other words, we accept cordially the main 
principle for which he contends, viz. that the deviations, in 
a large number of cases, were already present in the MS. 
used by them, i.e. that they were recensional; and our 
agreement with him in his main thesis causes us to 'regret 
the more that he has shown so little power of discriminating 
between real and only apparent recensional variations, and 
has in consequence failed in the main object which he set 
himself, viz. to exhibit, in a perspicuous and convenient 
form, the approximate text of the recension which was in the 
hands of the Greek translators. 

We proceed to offer specimens of Prof. Workman's 
method, which we hope may be regarded as sufficient to 
substantiate what we have alleged. It will be remembered 
that there are throughout two questions, which are distinct 
from one another: 1. What is the Hebrew ~ext underlying 
the LXX translation ? 2. Is this text preferable to the 
existing Hebrew text? Prof. Workman's answer to the 
first question is stated very fully and clearly ; it occupies 
the whole of the long chapter headed " The Conspectus of 
the Variations." The second question he does not answer 
systematically, but he gives the reader to understand that 
though he does not suppose the text represented by LXX 
to be entirely free from error, he is very generally disposed 
to prefer it to the Hebrew text which we at present 
possess. 
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The Hebrew word f1,1'1!V firmness, in a bad sense, 
obstinacy, occurs in Jeremiah eight times; as the LXX, 
however, express it by a word of a different meaning, 
it is inferred by Prof. Workman that they had a different 
text before them, which is restored by him accordingly. 
Thus 3, 17 €vOvfL~fkaTa, W. lli:l:)!i~; 9, 13. 16, 12. 18, 12 
TU apecTTa, w. llJ~D; 23, 17 'TrAaV'Yj, w. n~.v.ry: in 11, 8 
and 13, 10 the word is not represented in LXX ; perhaps 
also not in 7, 24, though it seems to us that ll,:!:.V,~.:l is 
the word which is here not represented, and that l1,1'1!V 

is expressed, as in 3, 17, by €vOvfL~JLaTa. There is not the 
smallest basis for any one of these supposed restorations. 
Prof. Workman has overlooked the fact that in the two 
other places where the word occurs in the Old Testament, 
Deuteronomy 29, 18. Ps. 81, 13, it is represented in LXX 
by a7ro7r"Aav7J<Jtc; (as by 7r"Aavn in Jeremiah 23, 17) and 
E7T'LT'YJOEvJLaTa : if these do not satisfy him that the LXX in 
all cases read the same word which we now have (though, 
not understanding it etymologically,1 they rendered it by 
words more or less suggested by the context), then, as it 
is not to be supposed (upon his principles) that the trans
lators of Deuteronomy and the Psalms were less trust
worthy than the translator of Jeremiah, he is landed in 
one of these extraordinary conclusions, either, viz. that 
l1,1'1!V, an actual Hebrew word, was seven (or eight) dif
ferent times expunged from the MSS. used by the LXX, 
or that three distinct words, standing originally in the seven 
(or eight) passages, were changed in the Massoretic text 
to a word not otherwise occurring in Hebrew at all ! We 
venture to think that every reasonable critic will admit that 
the "restorations " in the cases referred to are one and all 

1 As the other ancient translators did not understand it, and hence render 
differently : thus Pesh. always ~!:lJ wishes; Targum il i1i'i1 imagination; 

Aquila <rKoX•or'Y}s, whence no doubt Jerome's pravitas; Symmachus cl.peo-Kela. 
(see the Hexapla on Ps. 81, 13) ; Saadyah in Deut. ~~ desi1·e. 
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imaginary, and that the LXX in each passage read precisely 
the same consonantal text 1 which we read now. 

We proceed to consider some passages taken at random. 
7' 26 OEl,J) n~ ~Wp1~ LXX €u"A-~puvav 'TO V Tpax?J"A-OV au'TWV. 
Tpax11A-or;, however, happeris sometimes to express ,~~::::; 

and hence Prof. Workman forth with restores this word as 
the reading of LXX here. In doing this he neglects three 
facts: (1) that Tpax?J"A-or; also represents 9,JJ (as Deutero
nomy 10, 16. 31, 27 and elsewhere, in the same phrase) ; (2) 
that ,~~:::: i1Wpi1 is an nnidiomatic combination (unless, to 
be sure, it can be proved that wherever hardness of neck is 
spoken of in the Hebrew Bible-some seventeen times-9,JJ 
is always an error for ,~~:::: !) ; (3) that he has himself left 
9,JJ i1Wpi1 without any alteration in 17, 23 and 19, 15 !-
14, 7 our iniquities testify against us LXX aV'TECF'T1JCTav, 
whence W. ~~p for ~.:JJ), producing a most improbable 
figure in this connexion (Job 16, 8 is different), and not 
noticing that mJ) is rendered by exactly the same verb in 
LXX Deuteronomy 19, 18. Isaiah 3, 8, and especially in 
the very similar passage Isaiah 59, 12.-11, 14. 14, 12 m, 
LXX DE1]Ut<;, w. mnn and i1~Eln, overlooking the fact that 
m,, the cry of prayer, is constantly expressed by U17utr; in 
the Psalms.-15, 21 01::::1,,3) oppressors LXX A-otp,wv, W. 
strangely o~~~~nn (sicknesses!) But A-otp,or; expresses the 
same Hebrew word Y',JJ in Ezek. 28, 7. 30, 11. 31, 12. 10. 
-18, 10 have done evil in my sight (1.:1 1,3).:1) LXX €vavT£ov 

p,ov, W. '.:!El~ before me. But see 7, 28. 40, 4 where Prof. 
Workman himself does not suggest that the LXX had any 
reading differing from ours.-17, 27 palaces of Jenisalem, 
LXX &p,cfJOoa, W. m::::n; but 49, 26 no change! 6, 5 the 
same word is rendered 8ep,€"Xta; which of course suggests 
to Prof. Workman the reading n~1,D\ But n~.:J~,~ is re
presented six times in Amos 1-2, as well as elsewhere, by 
Oep,e"'A-ta ; and it is certain that it is one of the many words 

1 It may be admitted that they may have vocalized as a plur. (rl1it:-i). 
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the meaning of which was unknown to some of the LXX 
translators.-19, 5 nor did it come up upon my heart (a 
Hebrew idiom=nor did it enter into my mind: see Acts 
7, 23), LXX ou/3€ 0£€JI0~8'1]v €v Tfi !Capotq p,ou, w. '.n:l!VrT ~~, 
':1~:1. It is true, LXX render the idiom literally in 3, 16. 
32, 35. 44, 21 ; but it is far more probable that they were 
not perfectly uniform, than that such a weak expression 
should have been used as Prof. Workman restores (espe
cially when it is remembered that the passage is parallel 
in thought to 7, 31. 32, 35); moreover, in 7, 31, where their 
rendering is exactly the same, he makes no change !-24, 8 
and 25, 19 ,~,!!'LXX p,eryunave<;, whence W. concludes that 
they read ,~~,1~. Yet p,erytuTave<; corresponds to tl',!V in 34, 
10. 49, 38. 50, 35 (which he leaves unaltered !) and thrice 
in other books.-25, 30 the Lord shall roar . . . shall 
mightily roar against his fold, LXX XP7Jfkane'i . . . "A,oryov 
XP7Jp,ane'i; W. ,:11~ . . . ,:11~ ,~'J will speak . . 
will speak a word. There is no doubt that Prof. Work
man and his coadjutor can write excellent Hebrew prose; 
but do they seriously ask us to believe that the LXX read 
this prose in their MS. ? Have they both forgotten Amos 
1, 2, where LXX similarly paraphrase the figure by €~B€ry
garo? Is the entire Old Testament to be reconstituted 
upon the basis of a literal retranslation of the Septuagint 
Version? In the same verse, for his fold LXX have Towou 
auTov, W. accordingly ,~,p~ his place. But (1) LXX para
phrase inJ similarly in Psalm 79, 7; and (2) where the 
same rendering occurs in 49, 19, no different reading is 
postulated by Prof. Workman himself !-32, 35 to pass 
through (the fire) to Moloch, LXX avarp€pHv to offer, W. 
:l~,pi1~. But Exodus 13, 12 a~e"A,e'i>, Ezek. 16, 21 awoTpo
wuiseuBat for the same Hebrew word, show that the trans
lators simply paraphrase: "to pass through (the fire) to 
Moloch " is a standing expression in Hebrew, "to offer to 
Moloch" is never found.-49, 18 like the overthrow of 
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Sodom and Gomorrha, '.V, 'D n:>Elil~:> LXX WG'7r€p ICare

urpacfYrJ $. Ka~ T., W. ',V, 'D il:>Elm 1TVN:l (a similar change 
in 50, 40). The LXX render likewise by a verbal form 
Deuteronomy 29, 22; Isaiah 13, 19; Amos 4, 11. But 
surely, because Greek idiom will not admit of the peculiar 
Hebrew construction being rendered literally, Prof. Work
man does not propose to eliminate this classical expression 
from the pages of the Hebrew Bible ? or even to suggest 
that, by some extraordinary freak of transmission, it was 
already, in five different places, corrupted into the inelee-ant 
form which he "restores," before the time when the LXX 
translation was made ?-50, 11 ,TV,Eln LXX eUICLprare, w 
~·tEl~ (Gen. 49, 24), truly a case of "fumum ex fulgore." 
The LXX read exactly what we read, as is clear from their 
rendering of Malachi 3, 20.-50, 45 jN:!:il '11)7:!:, LXX ra 
apv{a rwv 7rpo{3arwv aurwv, W. C~N:::: 11 1El:l: (goats of their 
flock!). But is not apv{a as venial a paraphrase of 11 1)7:!: 

little ones, as it is of '.:J:l young ones in Ps. 114, 4? 
The use of the infinitive, in lieu of the finite verb, in 

certain circumstances, is a familiar and well substantiated 
Hebrew idiom, though one which it is naturally difficult, 
and even impossible, to reproduce in another language. It 
occurs several times in the Hebrew text of Jeremiah, some
times (as 7, 9) with great force (Ewald, Heb. Syntax, § 
328b), and always in entire accordance with idiom. Because 
however LXX render, as they could not help rendering, 
by a finite verb, they are supposed to have had a finite 
verb in their text, which is everywhere restored- or 
rather corrupted-accordingly (3, 1. 7, 9. 18. 8, 15. 14, 5. 19. 
22, 14. 23, 14. 32, 33. 36, 23. 37, 21). Because the ex
pression C~TV,11 1:l!V,1 inhabitants of Jerusalem is some
times rendered in LXX o[ KaroLKovvre<; €v 'Iep., they are 
supposed in such cases to have had in their MS. C1:l!VW'I 
C~TV,11:l (8, l. 11, 2. 9. 17, 25. 19, 3 etc.), an expression 
never found in the Old Testament. Innumerable cases 
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also occur in which slight differences of tense, or number, 
or person, or construction (e.g. 5, 14; but contrast 7, 13. 
18. 23, 38 etc.), or the substitution of a pronoun for an 
article, or the addition or absence of a small particle, 
etc., are supposed to point to different readings in the MS. 
used by the LXX,-as a rule, quite needlessly. 

It is a peculiarity of Hebrew to employ a singular, in 
many cases, where a western language would use a plural. 
1'hus Hebrew writers say often " your heart " instead of 
" your hearts " ; and in general are apt to use collective 
terms in preference to true plurals, as tear for tears, chariot 
(or chariotry) for chariots, sometimes even man for men. 
Naturally in such cases, where the Hebrew has a singular 
term, the LXX have used a plural in accordance with the 
prevalent usage of the Greek language. Prof. Workman, 
however, believes that in all such cases-all, at least, which 
he has not overlooked-the LXX actually had plurals in 
the text which they used ; and the plural for the singular 
figures in his " Conspectus of Variations" accordingly! Ex
amples: 2, 22. 3, 2. 5, 7. 7, 22. 11, 20. 12, 9. 13, 17. 14, 20.16, 
18. 18, 23. 23, 14. 31, 33. 34. 32, 23. 36, 3. 47, 2. 48, 35. On 
account of the Greek oaJCpva, the unnatural .mV~i for i1.V~i 
is restored in 8, 23. 9, 17. 13, 17. 14, 17. 31, 16. Where the 
Greek has llpttam, o~~:l1 (which occurs once only in the 
Old Testament, Cant. l, 9) or .m.J:l1~ is supposed always 
to have been read by the translators: 17, 25. 22, 4. 46, 9. 
4 7, 3 (here in an impossible form ,~~~!), 50 37. 51 21. In 
11, 11 Behold, I bring evil upon them, the LXX have 
JCaJCa : accordingly n,y, is declared to have been their read
ing ; yet, by another of the inconsistencies which are so 
conspicuous in Prof. Workman's book,1 in 6, 19. 19, 3. 35, 

1 See besides those which have been noticed, 6, 22 compared with 25, 32. 31, 
8. 50, 41; 6, 24 (where i11S~~~ t:l•S::m is contrary to usage) compared with 50, 
43; 11, 22 with 29, 32; 14, 1 with 7, 22; 42, 20 with 42, 2. 7, 16. 11, 14. 14, 
11 etc. 
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17. 45, 5, where the same phrase occurs, no change is con
sidered necessary. Hebrew writers speak uniformly of 
delivering into the hand (not hands) of so and so-whether 
a singular or plural follows: LXX usually have El<> XE'ipa<;, 

and '1'~ is duly recorded as having been their reading (20, 
4. 5. 21, 7. 10. 22, 25. 26, 24 and passim). On this we would 
observe that the standing usage of the Old Testament is 
1'~ not '1'~: which supposition then is the more probable? 
that the LXX simply wrote " into the hands" for "into 
the hand " ; or-for these are the alternatives-either that 
the Hebrew text of the entire Old Testament is so corrupt 
that we do not know what was idiomatic in Hebrew and 
what was not, or that Jeremiah himself deserted the idiom 
of his own language, or that a scribe, who of course must 
also have been conversant with Hebrew, introduced through· 
out the Book this un-Hebrew expression? 

Hitherto we have confined ourselves to the first of the 
questions stated above, and have endeavoured to show cause 
why we cannot accept Prof. Workman's restoration, as a 
genuine representation of the Hebrew text used by the 
LXX. Let us next approach his restoration from a dif
ferent point of view, and (accepting it, provisionally, in the 
form in which he sets it before us) inquire how far it can 
claim superiority to the existing Hebrew text. We must 
be brief; and our opinion will perhaps be sufficiently indi
cated if we take two or three chapters and compare the 
two texts. In chap. ii. the conspectus exhibits seventy-five 
variations (or groups of variations) between the Hebrew 
and the presumed original of the LXX. Of these we should 
say that about twelve are, or might plausibly be argued to 
be, better than the corresponding readings in the Hebrew,1 

1 2, 6 i1~t::l (see 51, 43); 12; 20 'J:l"1:::lt::l and 'f:'li'm, and 1l:::ll'~ (as the Kt.) 
21 (though not as Prof. Workman· restores, but as is suggested by Graf, viz. 
m\~1?~ for i1 '"110 IS, cf. Deut. 32, 32=7rLKplct); 27 I)J:l1S1 ; 30 :::l"1n, t:mn;,S, 
and on~.,, ~~l; 31 1v~t::~; 33 ~~J? ~Y!Q t;1~ o~ ; 34 ~~,; 53 n~wSf-S~. 
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about twenty-four are neutral-the sense differing so 
slightly, that it is impossible to say that either is superior 
to the other,-and about thirty-nine are decidedly worse, con
sisting often of phrases which Jeremiah himself could not 
possibly have written. We have no space here to examine 
the passages in detail; but we can assure our readers that 
we have considered them carefully, and without the smallest 
bias against the LXX. In chap. vii., out of some fifty-six 
variations (disregarding the two long omissions in vers. 1-2, 
27), only one appears to us to offer a reading preferable to 
the Hebrew, viz. the omission in ver. 24 of (not .nn,W.J, but) 
11t!ttm~.J, "in counsels " (which from its imperfect construc
tion may not improbably be a gloss) ; of the remaining 
fifty-five, about twenty-six appear to us to be neutral, and 
about twenty-nine inferior to the present Hebrew. We 
cannot however conceal our persuasion that the majority 
of these variations are not " recensional" at all, but are 
simply due to a slight freedom in rendering on the part of 
the translators, or (in some cases) to their having misread 
or misunderstood their Hebrew text. In point of fact, out 
of the fifty-six variations noted by Prof. Workman in chap. 
vii., we should say that about twenty1 might fairly be treated 
as "recensional," though whether they are all actually so 
is more than we can take upon ourselves to say,-probably 
not ; the rest we should attribute, without the smallest 
hesitation, to one or other of the causes just indicated. 
Mutatis mutandis, .our judgment would not be substantially 

In his view of 1~ii ver. 31 (p. 237), Prof. Workman has gone entirely astray. We 
cannot admit that the LXX translation proves i1i to mean "be lord," but, 

allowing that it does, ov KVp<wiJ7Ju6p.<IJa would express not 1~ii ~~i1 (p. 286), 
but iii~ ~'· And on p. 270, the originality of the inversion which he seeks 
to dispute, is surely confirmed by the usage of the cognate lan,!Juages. 

1 Viz. the omissions in vers. 1-2, 3, 4 end, 10, 13 bis, 20, 21, 24 {n1~liH.:I:t), 
26 end, 27, 28 bis; the addition in ver. 28• (which agrees with the omission of ver. 

27); and ver. 7 'f'i~~. 22 1n1~lli1; 31 n~il; 32 i:ltliJ)J; 34 j~~ and i:lr:tqf;>, 
We have endeavoured to be liberal to Prof. Workma~ i for it is not possible to 
be confident respecting some of these. 
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dissimilar in other parts of the book. We base this opinion 
largely upon general views. Though it is undoubted that 
the Septuagint preserves in many cases-perhaps indeed in 
more cases than is generally. supposed-readings superior 
to those of the existing Hebrew text, it is also undoubted 
that in the vast majority of cases its readings are greatly 
inferior; so soon as it deviates from the Hebrew, a deterio
ration in force, and terseness, and idiomatic freshness at 
once, as a rule, begins to show itself. Can any qualified 
Hebrew scholar doubt that chaps. ii. and vii., read in the 
form in which Prof. Workman exhibits them, are inferior, 
both in intelligibility and force, to the form in which they 
appear in the Massoretic text? Upon grounds, not based 
(as we hope) upon an unreasoning prejudice, but of our 
appreciation of Hebrew idiom, we are thus compelled to 
conclude that, on the whole, the Massoretic text exhibits 
the prophecies of Jeremiah in their more original form ; 
and t.his being so, it appears to us incredible that the vast 
amount of change, including many of the most violent and 
extravagant character-witness the stylistic tours de force 
in 2, 23-4. 25. 7, 16-could have been introduced into the 
text by any scribe, or series of scribes, or at any time. For 
the variations being mostly significant, they must have been 
due to design, and yet they are of a nature which it is im
possible even to imagine any scribe as designedly making.1 

The alternative supposition, that, to a certain extent, more 
than is conceded by Graf and Keil, but considerably less 
than is contended for by Prof. Workman, the variations of 
LXX are recensional, but that, beyond this, they are due, 
partly to the MS. (or MSS.) used being in places imper
fectly legible, partly to the fact that the translators either 
misunderstood the Hebrew, or permitted themselves some 

1 It is probably in its greater conciseness of expression that the text of LXX 
is most frequently superior in originality to the existing Hebrew text. But this 
seldom affects style. 
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freedom in rendering it, is surely both far more intelligible 
in itself, and altogether more in accordance with probability 
and analogy .1 

It is with sincere regret that we have found ourselves 
compelled to pass this unfavourable judgment upon Prof. 
Workman's volume. But truth obliges us to own that he 
is not equal to the task which he has undertaken. His 
judgments are crude, superficial, and inconsistent ; and he 
is greatly deficient in the faculty of discrimination. In par
ticular, he has not learnt the lesson of Wellhausen's mono
graph, On the Text of the Books of Samuel, in which the 
distinction between variations due only to the translators, 
and variations having their source in the MS. or MSS. 
used by them, which alone, as is obvious, possess any value 
for the textual critic, is repeatedly illustrated and enforced. 
Hence his volume to the textual critic is a disappointing 
one. He does not find in it what he expects to find, viz. 
a clear and well considered estimate, based on long and 
discriminating study of the book, of what are recensional 
variations; and he finds in it a great deal which is of no 
interest or importance to him whatever. Had Prof. Work
man considered the variants individually, and eliminated 
from his Conspectus all those which may fairly be re
garded as due solely to the translators, he would have pro
duced a handbook which would have been of real service 
to the student of Jeremiah ; as it is, his Conspectus be
wilders by the mass of irrelevant and worthless material 
which it contains, and, to all but the trained scholar, is 
simply misleading. For the present, we hope that all who 
are interested in the prophecies of Jeremiah will provide 
themselves with Prof. Workman's volume; but we hope 

1 The Targum, to which Prof. Workman often appeals in support of his 
restorations, of course paraphrased likewise. It would be easy to show also 
that its evidence is often on other grounds inconclusive. Thus it regularly 

renders ~~n by the plural )I~Jn; how then does its use of this word in 6, 24 
show that it read C 1~Jn rather than ~~n? 
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also that they will follow it with the utmost possible dis
crimination. And for the future we earnestly trust that 
Prof. Workman may be induced to reconsider the plan 
upon ~hich he has pursued his investigations; and in a 
future edition will not shrink from cutting down his Con
.spectus to one-third or one-fourth-the more, the better
of its present dimensions. 

8. R. DRIVER. 

OLD TESTAMENT CRITICISM IN THE LIGHT 

OF NEW TESTAMENT QUOTATIONS. 

DuBING the past half"century the attention of Hebrew 
scholars has been directed, perhaps more than at any former 
period, to the consideration of the text, and the structure 
of the books, of the Old Testament. The impulse to such 
studies had its rise a century earlier, but it was only here 
and there that a solitary student gave himself to the work. 
In our days .the labourers have happily become more 
numerous. Their work too has been fruitful in results, 
and when what is certain in these inquiries becomes as
sured to the Church at large, we shall find that we have 
advanced greatly in our knowledge of these sacred books, 
and have gained clearer insight into the manner of God's 
revelation. But that time, though it be st~adily approach
ing, has not yet arrived. Meanwhile the minds of many, 
who cannot examine the originals for themselves, grow 
sorely troubled by the questionings that are current, and 
not always couched in a reverent form, about matters which 
they have hitherto deemed unquestionable. 

For much of this trouble no doubt the Churches themselves 
must be held responsible. All study and instruction con· 
cerning the origin and history of the Old Testament writings 
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